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FUNDY DISCOVERY SITE - PHASE 1 GRAND OPENING
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The walkway to the amphitheatre provides a great overview of the natural kitchen and swings. Five
wind turbines on Millbrook First Nation can be seen in the background. (Rees Photo)

Staff saved over 100,000 on Discovery Site

The amphitheatre with curved seating will definitely be an area offering many local entertainers to
show their talents. Mr and Mrs Robert Francis, seated far right, had prime seating to enjoy the
entertainment. (Rees Photo)

An overview of the washroom complex and large crowd lined up for the BBQ operated by members
of the Clifton 4-H Club. (Rees Photo)

There are enough swings even the adults can enjoy at the same time. (Rees Photo)

A slide to permit three children to have fun at the same time was
one of the creations created by Cobequid Consulting, Economy.
(Rees Photo)

There’s even an opportunity for children to climb and fall on
three round rocks. Cobequid Consulting, Economy, who have
developed a reputation for natural playgrounds worked with
Upland Consulting to design and built the natural playground at
Fundy Discovery Site. (Rees Photo)
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There is not one but two slides in play area of Fundy Discovery
Centre. (Rees Photo)

The installation crew from
Mattatall Signs, Dartmouth,
were so proud of the sign
they erected, they parked
their vehicle under the sign
and took this photo.
(Contributed)

With an emphasis on cycling
bicycles always are in need of
repair. This bicycle repair
station is state-of-the-art
complete with pump, repair
rack and a few wrenches.
(Rees Photo)

